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Abstract. Esploiting a unique Set of parton distribution functions we estimate 
hard processes for Open charm, dilepton and mini-jet production. Assuming rapid 
thermalization within the mini-jet plasma we follow the evolution (expansion and 
chemical equilibiration) of the parton mattgr and calculate the energy loss of charm 
quarks in this environment. A substantial part of charm is expected to thermalize. We 
try to  estiniate the thermalized Open charm component in the final hadron spectra. 
1. Introduction 
The charm quark possesses a mass of mc Z 1.5 GeV which is significantly above the 
QCD scale AQcD N 0(200 MeV). Therefore one might expect that the description of 
charm production is accessible via perturbative QCD in low orders. Indeed, Open charm 
(i.e., D mesons) spectra in collisions at Tevatron energies are tvell described in next-to- 
leading order [I]. Higher or~der calculations [2, 3, 4, 53 with appropriately tuned charm 
quark mass yield a very accurate data reproduction. (Hidden charm in cE -+ J /$  is 
quite different [6] due to the softer formation dynamics of the bound states.) 
Due to its large mass, charm is not as copiously produced as strangeness. From 
the low strange quark mass m, - AQcD one expects that strangeness a t  midrapidity in 
hadron or heavy-ion collisions a t  beam energies of 100 Ge\' and above behaves similar 
as the up and down quarks [13]. Therefore the Open charm signal can be consiclered as 
useful complementary probe of the collision dynamics in heavy-ion reactions. Charm is 
expected to be produced mainly at very early stages in first-chance collisions of partons 
[4, 7, 8, 91, while strangeness, due to m, TC (here Tc stands for the confinement 
temperature), can be k o o k e d h t  later and cooler stages of the deconfined matter. 
Thus the picture emerges that Open charm is a primordial probe which experiences the 
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full time Span of the highly excited, strongly interacting matter. -Also hadro~iization, 
especially due to the capture of a light quark, is believed not to affect the Open charm 
dynamics. 
There is a further motivation for the consideration of Open charm. Xs predicted 
recently [4, 101, the so-called correlated semi-leptonic decay of a DD pair (produced in 
the reaction cC + DD) due to DD -+ 1x7-Y' constitutes a huge background of dileptons 
21, which even exceeds the dilepton signal from the Drell kan process by a factor 20 (6) 
according to [4] ([3]) at invariant mass J1 2 GeTT. If this tvould be the case, there would 
be a little chance to find a thermal dilepton signal. As pointed out however by Shuryak 
[ll], in heavy-ion collisions the charm quark experiences quite intense interactions with 
the environment and, as a result, the initial spectrum is drastically changed. This effect 
is interesting in itself, since it can serve as a measure of the collective dynamics because 
it depends on the life time of deconfined ~natter (and therefore should strongly differ 
in pp and -U collisions). But its mean appeal Comes frorn the fact that it rednices the 
relative motion of the c and C so that in correlated decays the dileptons with larger 
in\-ariant mass are strongly suppressed and thus the feasibility for detecting a thermal 
dilepton signal is enlarged. 
In the present contribution we try to calculate on a unique footing the hard initial 
processes of (i) parton scattering into the midrapidity region, (ii) Open charm production, 
and (iii) dilepton production. From (i) we then estimate possible initial conditions of 
a thermalized phase d i c h  we appropriately model. In such a manner we envisage a 
complete schematic picture for comparing thermal and hard initial charm and dilepton 
signals. During the thermal phase we then calculate the energy loss of Open charm. 
We find that a substantial fraction of hard charm is likely to stick in the thermalized 
medium. Instead of extending the charm dynamics up to hadron freeze-out throughout 
the confinement [12] we make use of the hypothesis that Open charm spectra are similar 
to aI1 other hadron spectra at  midrapidity. On this basis, supported by an analysis of 
present hadron spectra in Pb + Pb collisions at  SPS, we try to predict the thermalized 
component of the final Open charm spectrum at  RHIC. This might later serve as starting 
point for estimating the resulting dilepton spectrum from correlated charm decays. 
2. Hard initial processes 
If the parton distributions f (X, Q2) as a function of momentum fraction X and resolution 
scale Q2 in nuclei A and A' are given, one can calculate the hard particle production at  
midrapidity. Within the usual parton approach the scheme looks obviously like 
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where the sum runs over all parton species which contribute to the subprocess 1 + 2 -+ 
3 + X (with i?12+3X - - -  as correspanding Cross section). and the integral goes over 
the kinematical accessible range (depending on the variables in which the rate di\2 
is differential) and it is supplemented by appropriate 6 function xith corresponding 
variables. Esamples are mentioned above> e.g., the Drell yan process (mhere 3 denotes 
the lepton pair), or the charm and heavy quark production (3 stands for the heavy 
quark and its anti-quark), inclusive jets ((where 3 is a high-energy parton): and mini-jets 
(where 3 is again a parton mith transverse momentum p l  > p* with p* 0 ( 2  GeV) 
[13]. The first two processes are described already in lotvest order perturbation theory 
with accuracy of a factor 2 (to be absorbed in appropriate K factors). The last process 
is not sufficient to account for the observed transt-erse energy, therefore one has to 
add a suitably parametrized soft component. (The self-consistent screening [14] avoids 
such a distinction of soft and hard comyonents.) With a given transverse rnornent.um 
distribution and number distribution of partons at midrapidity: resulting from equation 
(1); one can calculate the corresponding energy density [S7 9, 131, and by the assumptiori 
of rapid thermalization within such a dense mediu~n [13, 15, 161 one can estirnate the 
temperature (as measure of the transverse momentum scale) and phase space occupation 
factors X"9 (as measure of the density). Results for the JIRS D-' parton distribution 
functions with appropriate nuclear shadowing are for RHIC Ti 2 D50 MeV, AXg E 0.5, 
X% r X:/S at initial proper time 7-i S 0.2 fm/c, which tvould correspond to a final pion 
rapidity density of dNT/dy  "- 1100 [9] in agreement vi th other estimates [8, 13, 15, 161. 
3. Thermalized deconfined ma%ter/Thermal versus hard initial yields 
Instead of following the evolution of matter in all details by considering the trarisverse 
expansion coupled to longitudinal expansion together with phase space saturation 
processes by chernical rate equations L la reference [17], we here neglect transverse 
expansion due to the short time scales and model the chemical saturation by quadratis 
evolution laws X439 cx r2 with the requirement that at T, = 169 MeV full saturation is 
achieved, i.e., X 4 4  = 1. The evolution of the energy density of the parton gas is assumed 
as e cc r-4'3, where e = ( d g P  + d,Xq)T4 in accordance with an ideal gas equation of 
state and with standard degeneracy ffactors dqag. 
On the first glance this is a poor parametrization of deconfined matter. Indeed, it 
gets some Support by an estrapolation of recent lattice data. Figure 1 displap the data 
(symbols) of the equation of state of 4-fiavor QCD in the chiral Iimit with sonie finite 
size corrections fl8]. The lines depict the extrapalation of our quasi-particie model 1191, 
where all of the complexity of strong interaction is absorbed in tcmpesature dependerit 
effective gluon and quark masses. h quite perfect description of thc drtta 1s obvioudy 
achieved. Remarkably> the energy density above T, looks like an ideal gas tvith e X T4. 
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as assumed above. Figure 2 shows the resulting equation of state for gluons, two light 
flavors and one strange quark mith rest mass. The basic features from Figure 1 are 
pertinent . 
Within such an evolution scenario the thermal dilepton and Open charm yields can 
be compared with the hard initial production in a coherent manner. In particular, using 
again the HER-% supported structure functions MRS D-' we have studied the general 
tendency of the competition between thermal signals and hard initial yields with respect 
to  the change of the collider energy [9]. The thermal dilepton signal with invariant mass 
in the so-called continuum region M W 2 - 3 GeV is found to rise much stronger as 
compared to the hard Drell Yan background with increasing collider energy and clearly 
dominate at LHC energy. This is not the case for Open charm: even at LHC energy and 
for a very rapid thermalization, the thermal yield of charm is estimated to much smaller 
than the initial hard rate. 
4. Energy loss of charm quarks 
In order to demonstrate the importance of the energy loss effect of charm quarks for 
the D meson production in heavy-ion collisions, which is needed for estimating the 
backgroiind to a direct dilepton signal, tve employ a simplified model wherein charm is 
initially produced a t  midrapidity and then propagates frorn the center of a matter slice. 
In such a model all calculations become very transparent and can serve as a qualitative 
hint for more involved Xlonte Carlo simulations. liTe adopt here the recent approach 
of Baier et al. 121, 221 to estimate the energy loss of a fast midrapidity-parton with 
transverse momentum p l  traversing parton matter: 
with Ic$ = 2m&(T) = :(Xg + frXq)rar,T2 and L-' = 2.2 a, 2'. The modifications 
introduced here are the following ones: We estimate the mean free path in a gluon bath 
as L-l N agg ng with integrated cross section agg N a ~ / k ~  and gluon density n, X,T3. 
Probably the most crucial quantity is the cut-off parameter kc for regularizing the 
cross sections. Strictly speaking equations (2, 3) are deri%.ed for fast partons; here we 
employ them for aIl velocities. While in references [ll, 231 an averaged stopping power 
dE/dx = -2 GeV/fm and L = 1 fm are assumed, we integrate these equations together 
with the above described time evolution of T(T), Xqyg(r). Results are displayed in figure 
3, where the transverse rnomentum of a charm quark at confinement ternperature, p?, is 
shown as a function of its initial momentum, p!, supposed the charm quark propagates 
all the time parton matter. With the above parameters and a, = 0.3 one finds that 
charm with pO < 1 Gel-s fully stopped, while for > 1 GeV the final transverse 
momentum is diminished to a half of the initial value. This finding is in accordance 
with other approaches [ll, 231 where also an substantial stopping is found. 
These charrn quarks which are completely stopped will undergo thermal ~notion and 
collective transverse flow. From figure 3 one interferes that eyen for p", < 2.5 GeV the 
final transverse mo~nentum is below the averaged thermal momentum, and also this 
wider interval could be attributed to  the stopped and thermalized component. The 
final spectrum of momentum-degraded (i.e., non-stopped) charm at midrapidity can be 
constructed from 
This quiantity is displayed in figure 4 together with the initial spectrum [9] (here without 
shadowing) . 
i i e  note an interesting observation: 'CYhen comparing the niomentum-degraded 
spectrum with the thermalized one, me find for p l  < 2 GeV much similarity. In 
calculating the thermalized spectrum we ernploy the pararnetrization [24] 
(with mi as transverse mass and p = t a n h - ' ( z & ~ ) )  for T = Tc and Z"Y - 0.2 
as follo-cvs from our hydro code [25, 261 for the given initial conditions. Due to this 
obsert-ation one can expect that a considerable part of charm is espected to look like 
the other thermalized and transversally flotving matter. Only those charm quarks which 
have a distance < 2.5 fm (which is the maximum distance traversed up to co~ifinement) 
to the transverse edge of the System have a chance to escape with much less stopping 
[B]. These ones will constitute a still hard transtwse component in the Open eharm 
spectrum and need further investigations to adjust their corresponding weight in the 
full spectrum. 
We mention that there migkt be further momentum changes due to the effects of 
a possible mised phase and the hadronie stage [12]. Instead of considering the poorly 
known details of the confinement dynamics tvc focus in the following on that part of 
Open charm which is sufficiently stopped to flow cornmonly with all other hadrons. From 
the above considerations we expect that this is a considerable fraction, in contrixit ts pp 
collisions, where such a stopping mechanism due to an estended an$ dense e~ivirorirnerit 
is not operative. 
5. Hadron spectra 
Here we present an argument in favor of our hypothesis that the trarisverse momentum 
phase space distribution of all final hadrons at midrapidity in central collisions a t  high 
beam energy can be parametrized by a unique freeze-out temperature and a unique 
transverse flow. 
5.1. Hadron spectra at SPS 
The presently available transverse momentum spectra at midrapidity in central Pb  + 
P b  collisions at SPS (158 ilGelJ), measured by the N-449 collaboration [27], can by 
pararnetrized by equation (5) with T = 120 MeV and v y  = 0.43 1281; also the 
very preliminary deuteron data fit in this picture, See Figure 5. In a macroscopic, 
phenomenological language one can derive equation (5) [24] from the sudden freeze-out 
of transversely floiving matter with linear velocity profile but constant temperature and 
cliemical potential on proper time surfaces. 
We mention that the parametrization of the low-pl pion data frorn NA44 [29] 
require a modification of the final phase space distribution by a cheniical potential 
of the corresponding Bose distribution mith p, = 1.35 MeV in 
We stress that equations (5, 6) are considered here as useful parametrization of the 
final phase space distributions, and we do not intent to describe by an underlying fire 
ball model a t  the Same time the hadron abundancies and feeding effects by resonance 
decays. In this spirit the deduced values for T and U"' are pure parameters of a certain 
fit function. 
Nevertheless, i t  is remarkable that such a unique description of the hadron spectra 
is possible. This novel fact is displayed in Figure 6. -4s well known [30] one can 
equally tvell fit a given spectrum of one hadron species by a large range of values of 
T and U"' yielding a curve v Y ( T ) .  In contrast to the previous S + S data from 
SPS, which do not fix the flow without additional requirements [30], the NA49 data 
for Pb + Pb have a focus of all the individual functions u"'(T), See Figure 6. The 
Same fact might be quantified by displaying the contour plot of the chi Square function 
x2((T, v y )  = c:=~ xzdOf, See Figure 7. One observes the long valley with the shallow 
minimum at  the above mentioned values. 
FTre mention that our hydro code [25, 261 supports the above value of T and U"'
in the following sense. For the initial conditions .ri = 1 fm/c and temperature Ti N 200 
MeV tvith a resonance gas equation of state (thus reproducing the experimental charged- 
pion rapidity density) one can display at each time instant T and v l  yielding a line which 
crosses the minimum in Figure T. 
5.2. Hadron spectra at RHIC 
One line of further investigations is to exploit the above quoted initial conditions suitable 
for RHIC to estract again with the hydro code values of T ( v Y )  during the expansion. 
We find that due to the very large initial pressure, the transverse expansion is strong, 
and at T 120 hIelr the values of - approach the limiting number 0.66. It might be 
that, as a consequence of the rapid expansion, the kinetic freeze-out appears at higher 
temperatures and lower transverse expansion velocity. Therefore, we conclude that 
the prediction of hadron spectra at RHIC conditions needs further in\-estigations with 
dynamical freeze-out criteria. Once mie has some reliable estimates of T and v y r  for 
RHIC one can proceed mith the phase space parametrization equation (5) arid generate 
the distribution of D mesons and study the resulting dileptons froni their semi-leptonic 
decays. Work in this directiori is i ~ i  Progress. 
In conclusion let us remark that the parametrization of the spectra by equation (5) 
with a unique set of values T arid vy valid for all hadrons is quite intriguing - although 
it might be acciderital for the Pb + Pb  data [27] within their restricted acceptance 
windom. For iristance, the transport model RQMD [31] predicts a more complex freeze- 
out dynamics which is liardly described as sudderi and unique freeze-out. But we stress 
again here that we are interested in phase space pararnetrizations of the final hadrons 
and the possibility to have a link to global hydrodynaniics [26]. 
6. Summary 
In Summary, we find as other authors 111, 231 hints for strong charm stopping in central 
heavy-ion collisions at RHIC. This effect is esperimentally accessible and should show up 
as pronounced difference to the tranmerse open charm spectra in pp or pA collisions. 
Such an energy loss of Open charm reduces the large-mass dilepton background from 
correiated semi-leptonic charm decays and still leaves a possibility for estracting a 
dilepton excess in the invariant mass region M 2 2 GeV sternming from a thermal 
source. 
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Figure 1. Description of the 4-flavor lattice QCD data [B] (symbols) by aur 
model [19], which rests on the entropy density s = sid(T,m(T)), energy denaity 
e = eid(T,m(T)) + B(T), pressure p = pid(T,m(T)) - B(T), where the temperature 
dependent quasi-particle masses m(T) c( G(T) T follow from high-temperature &CD 
since l im~„  G(T) = g(T) with g(T) as one-loop running coupling con';trtilt, The 
subscript "id" means the corresponding ideal gas esprescions; the function B(T) follows 
from thermodynamical self-consistency. 
Figure 2. Our prediction of the equation of state (scaled by T" oof interacting gluons, 
light U, d quarks and rnassive strange quarks. The quasi-particle model from Figiire 1 
is applied but now adjusted to a constructed Ist-order phase transition to a resonance 
gas at  T, (all resonances up to 2 Gelr mass, dotted lines). The temperature depende~it 
strange quark mass becomes here m,(T) -+ m,/2 + (mz/2 + m(~) ' )~ /hccording  to 
the hard thermal loop results [20]. X is an internal model parameter for regularizing 
the effective coupling Parameter. 
Figure 3. Final transverse momentum W. irsitial monientum of cliarrn quarks 
according to equations (2, 3) for various initial paran~eters. The full lirse depicts the 
results for the initial conditions quoted in the text. 
Figure 4. Transverse momentum spectrum of charm quarks. The fat-dashed curve 
depicts the initial spectrum [9f, while the full line shows the spectrum (4) &er 
mo~nentum degradation. The short-dashed curve represents the thermalized part (5). 
NA44 + NA49 data (-) 
Figure 5. Fits of the transverse momentum spectra in Pb $ Pb collisions a t  1-58 AGeF'. 
Preliminary XA49 data (black symbols) from [27], and Nd44 data (grey spnbsls) from 
1291; the deuteron data from NA49 are very preliminary. 
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Figure 5. cont'd 
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Figure 6. Individual fits of the NA49 data [27] with equation ( 5 ) .  Full, dashed, dotted 
lines are for negative, positi~re and neutral particle species. 
NA49 data (P.G. Jones et al.) 
Figure 7. Contour plots of X ' ( ~ ,  U'"') for the NA49 da%& {27]. 
